In this work, we study the interaction between a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson in the T doublet by exchanging a pion. Our calculations indicate that a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson with J P = 0 + or J P = 1 + in the T doublet can form bound states. We propose the experimental search for these exotic molecular states near the D 1 (2420)N and D * 2 (2460)N thresholds, where Belle, LHCb and the forthcoming Belle II have the discovery potential for them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Searching for the exotic states is an important and intriguing research topic which can deepen our understanding of the nonperturbative behavior of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Exotic states have the special configuration beyond the conventional meson and baryon, which include glueball, hybrid, tetraquark state, molecular state, and so on. Among these listed exotic states, molecular state is one of the most popular ones since there were extensive discussions of whether the observed charmonium-like states XYZ can be explained under the molecule configuration (see a recent review for more details [1] ).
Besides discussing these observed charmonium-like states as the molecular states, there were some explorations of newly observed charmed hadrons Λ c (2940), Σ c (2800), and X(3250) under the molecule assignments. Λ c (2940) was first reported by the BaBar Collaboration in the D * p invariant mass spectrum, where its mass and width are m = 2939.8 ± 1.3(stat) ± channels also indicates the existence of Λ c (2940) [3] . A typical property of Λ c (2940) is that Λ c (2940) is near the threshold of D * p, which stimulates the theorist's interest in studying the D * N interaction and the corresponding D * N molecular state [4] [5] [6] . An isotriplet Σ c (2800) was observed in its Λ c π channel, which favors the spin-parity quantum number J P = 3/2 − [7] . Later, BaBar confirmed the Belle's observation of Σ c (2800) [8] . Considering the observed Σ c (2800) near the DN threshold, the authors in Ref. [9] proposed the DN molecular state explanation to Σ c (2800). In 2006, Mizutani and Ramos studied the DN interaction by adopting a set of in-medium DN coupled channel equations to be solved self-consistently [10] , where they also reviewed three methods, i.e., the QCD sums rule, the nuclear mean field approach, and the self-consistent coupled channels method, which are usually applied to study the behavior of the D meson in nuclear matter (see Ref. [10] for a detailed review). In Ref. [11] , the S -wave charmed baryon resonances were investigated by the coupled-channel approach with heavy quark symmetry, where their result indicates that Λ c (2595) can be a ND * quasi-bound state in the SU(8) symmetry [11] , which is different from the conclusion derived from the SU(4) approaches [11] .
The remaining X(3250) is a new enhancement structure existing in the Σ ++ c π − π − invariant mass spectrum [12] which was studied by BaBar. X(3250) was explained to be a D * 0 (2400)N molecular hadron [13, 14] . In Fig. 1 , we compare Λ c (2940), Σ c (2800), and X(3250) with the corresponding thresholds.
By the above introduction, we can form a systematic molecular state picture to describe those observed in Λ c (2940), Σ c (2800), and X(3250), which refers to the interaction between charmed meson and nucleon. In the heavy quark limit, we can categorize charmed mesons into different doublets according to the j P ℓ quantum number, i.e., the H = (0
− , 1/2 + , and 3/2 + , respectively. At present, the charm meson in the S and H doublets interacting with nucleon was studied when revealing the properties of Λ c (2940), Σ c (2800), and X(3250). Thus, it is natural to focus on these molecular states composed of a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson in the T doublet. Exploring these molecular states can further test the complement of the molecular state family with a nucleon and a charmed meson. In addition, we also notice that the charmed mesons in the T doublet have narrow widths, which shows that these charmed mesons can be act as the suitable component to form the molecular state. For this reason, in this work we perform the dynamical study of the interaction between a nucleon and the charmed meson in the T doublet by the onepion exchange (OPE) model, which will determine whether molecular states composed of a nucleon and the charmed meson in the T doublet exist. Our prediction of these molecular states can provide valuable information for further experimental search on these molecular states.
This paper is organized as follows. After the Introduction, we present the detailed deduction of the effective potential depicting the interaction of a nucleon and the charmed meson in the T doublet via one-pion exchange. In Sec. III, the numerical result will be given. The paper ends with a discussion and a conclusion.
II. THE DEDUCTION OF EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

A. The flavor wave function
Just introduced in Sec. I, in this work we investigate the interaction of the charmed meson in the T doublet with a nucleon, where the charmed meson in the T doublet is either
Here, I and J denote the isospin and the total angular momentum of the molecular system, respectively. I can be taken as 0 or 1. For the D 1 N systems, the possible J quantum numbers are 1/2 and 3/2, while we have J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2, 7/2 for the D * 2 N systems. In addition, the corresponding component | 2S +1 L J of each system is listed, where S and L denote the total spin and the orbital angular momentum between D 1 /D * 2 and N of the corresponding system, respectively. Thus, L = 0 and L = 2 are marked by S and D, respectively. For the isovector D 1 N systems, their flavor wave functions are |D When discussing the concrete D 1 N and D * 2 N systems, we can write out the general expressions of their wave function, i.e.,
which will be applied to the calculation of the effective potential, where χ 
B. The effective Lagrangian
For obtaining the effective potential of the D 1 N and D * 2 N systems, the OPE model is adopted, where the D 1 N and D * 2 N interactions can be described by exchanging pion mesons. In the following, we briefly introduce the effective Lagrangians involved in the whole calculation.
According to the heavy quark limit and chiral symmetry, the Lagrangian of the charmed mesons in the T doublet interacting with the pseudoscalar meson was constructed in Ref. [15] , which has the form
where ... means trace over the 2 × 2 matrices. The axial current A µ is defined by A µ = 1 2 (ξ † ∂ µ ξ − ξ∂ µ ξ † ) with ξ = exp(iP/ f π ) and f π = 132 MeV, where the matrix P reads as
In addition, the multiplet field 
where the coupling constant k is taken as the same value as that of g as suggested in Refs. [16, 17] , which is the coupling constant of the charmed mesons in the H = (0 − , 1 − ) doublet coupling with the pseudoscalar meson. However, different groups gave different results of g, i.e., g = 0.75 estimated in the quark model [16] , g = 0.6 listed in Ref. [18] , and g = 0.59 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 extracted by the experimental width of D * [19] . In this work, we take g = 0.59 constrained by experiment to present the numerical result.
The effective Lagrangian of NNπ is
with N T = (p, n) and the coupling constants g 2 πNN /(4π) = 13.6 [20, 21] .
In the above expressions, P 1 , P * 2 and N satisfy the normalization relations 0|P
, and 0|N|qqq(1/2
, respectively.
C. The OPE effective potential
In the following, we deduce the OPE effective potential of these discussed molecular systems, where the Breit approximation is adopted. The involved scattering processes in the deduction include
With the effective Lagrangians listed in Sec. II B, we can write out the corresponding scattering amplitudes. And then, the effective potential in the momentum space can be related to the obtained scattering amplitude via the Breit approximation. Here, taking the D 1 N → D 1 N process as an example, we give its effective potential in the momentum space, i.e.,
where
N scattering process by exchanging pions. And M i and M f are the masses of the initial and final states, respectively. By performing the Fourier transformation, we finally obtain the effective potential in the coordinate space:
is the monopole form factor with the form
. m E denotes the exchanged meson mass. Here, Λ is the phenomenological parameter around 1 GeV.
First, we get the OPE scattering amplitudes corresponding to the
and
With the above preparation, we obtain the general expressions of the OPE potentials of these discussed D 1 N and D * 2 N molecular systems with different J quantum numbers
where the S-D mixing effect is considered, which is the reason why the obtained OPE effective potentials for the D 1 N and D * 2 N systems have the matrix form. To distinguish the effective potentials listed in Eqs. (13)- (16), we use the subscripts D 1 N and D * 2 N and the superscripts J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2. In addition, we need to specify that the deduced OPE effective potentials in Eqs. (13)- (16) 
T 0 )
In Eqs. (13)- (18), the isospin factor G is taken as 3/2 for the isoscalar state, and -1/2 for the isovector state. Additionally, we also define
, and C 3 = 
And we also have functions Z 0 = Z(Λ 0 , m π0 , r) and T 0 = T (Λ 0 , m π0 , r) with
With these OPE effective potentials listed in Eqs. (13)- (18), we can find the bound state solutions for these D 1 N and D * 2 N molecular states by solving the coupled channel Schrödinger equation. Here, the kinetic terms are
which correspond to the effective potentials in Eqs. (13)- (16), respectively. The kinetic terms corresponding to Eqs. (17) and (18) are
respectively, where ∇ 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In Sec. II, we have deduced the concrete expressions of the OPE effective potentials of the systems composed of a D meson in the T doublet and a nucleon. The corresponding masses of the particles involved in our calculation are collected in Table I . For numerically solving the coupled channel Schrödinger equation and finding the bound state solution, we adopt the FESSDE program [22, 23] , where the binding energy and the corresponding root-mean-square radius will be given, which are dependent on the cutoff values in the monopole form factor. Since the signs of k and g πNN cannot be constrained, we discuss two cases, i.e., the sign of g πNN k is either positive or negative, which correspond to case I and case II, respectively. Fig. 2 , where the corresponding typical values are collected in Table  II . We discuss two cases of the signs of g πNN k as introduced in this work. E, r RMS , and Λ are in units of MeV, fm, and GeV, respectively.
Case I
Under case I, we cannot find the bound state solutions for the D 1 N state with J = 1/2 and I = 1, and the D * 2 N state with J = 3/2 and I = 1, which means that these two systems cannot be bound as the molecular state. For the remaining six systems with the (J, I) quantum numbers listed in the second column of Table II , we can find their bound state solutions with the corresponding cutoff Λ (see Fig. 1 for more details of the binding energy dependent on Λ).
Although there exist the systems with the bound state solution, we further select more possible candidates as the loosely molecular states among the above states with the bound state solution. According to the experience of studying the deuteron via the one boson exchange model [25, 26] , usually Λ should be around 1 GeV. If taking this criterion, we find that the isoscalar D 1 N states with J = 1/2 and the isoscalar D * 2 N states with J = 3/2 are the better candidates of the loosely molecular state than the other four systems.
Experimental search for these predicted molecular states is an interesting research topic. Thus, in the following, we discuss their decay behavior. For the isoscalar D 1 N molecular state with J = 1/2 which is named as D 1 N[0( Case II Table III under case I and case II. The Λ dependence of the bound state solutions is shown in Fig. 3 and Table IV. ) and the remaining three channels have very small probabilities, which show that this is a typical D 1 N bound Fig. 3 . Here, p i denotes the probability of the different channels. Decay channels
), it is a typical D * 2 N molecular state. In addition, we can find the bound state solution for Besides these discussions of the possible decay channels of the predicted molecular states presented in Secs. III A 1 and III A 2, we also provide the information of the decay channels of other discussed D 1 N/D * 2 N systems with different quantum numbers (see Table IV for more details).
We notice the experimental progress on the observations of Λ c (2940), Σ c (2800), and X(3250), all of which are from the B meson decays. Thus, searchs for these predicted hadronic molecular states can be performed at Belle, LHCb, and forthcoming BelleII through the B meson weak decays. In addition, the present study of the exotic molecular states composed of nucleon and P-wave charmed meson can be extended to explore the exotic nuclei containing the D 1 (2420) or D * 2 (2460) meson, which can be accessed at J-PARC and GSI by using antiproton beams with targets of nuclei.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Experiments have resulted in big progress on the observations of new hadronic states over the past decade, which has inspired extensive discussions on how to explain these novel phenomena. Among different theoretical explanations, introducing the exotic state assignment to these new observed hadronic states is very popular. A peculiarity of the observed hadronic states is that the masses of these hadronic states are near the corresponding threshold of a hadron pair, which is also the reason why the molecular state explanation is often suggested.
Just introduced in Sec. I, Λ c (2940) [2] , Σ c (2800) [3] , and X(3250) [12] have a common property, i.e., each of them is close to the corresponding threshold of a charmed meson and a nucleon. Previously, Λ c (2940) as the D * N molecular state, Σ c (2800) as the DN molecular state, and X(3250) as the D * 0 (2400)N were proposed and investigated in the literature. If there are molecular states composed of a charmed meson and a nucleon, we predict that the exotic molecular states with a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson in the T doublet should also exist, which makes this molecular state family become more complete. For determining whether these molecular states exist, in this work we study the interaction of a nucleon with a charmed meson in the T doublet through the OPE model, where the S-D mixing and the coupled channel effect are considered in our investigation.
Our numerical results indicate that a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson with J P = 0 + or J P = 1 + in the T doublet can form bound states, where the detailed results can be found in Sec. III. Thus, we suggest that our experimental colleagues to search for these exotic molecular states near the D 1 (2420)N and D * 2 (2460)N thresholds, where Belle, LHCb, and the forthcoming Belle II are suitable platforms to carry out the experimental exploration of these exotic molecular states with a nucleon and a P-wave charmed meson.
